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Proposed
lot size
cut in half
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
The parking commiuee·s original proposal
to add a 250-space parking lot to campus has
had its number slashed to less than half. with
a 100-space parking lot in the works.
Stephen Shrake, a physical plant architect.
said he plans to build two new parking lots
lhis summer.
One lot, scheduled to be on the comer of
Ninth Street and Hayes Avenue. will contain
68 parking spaces. Shrake said. The other
parking lot. scheduled 10 be east of Buuard
Hall. will host between 30 to 60 additional
spaces to the lot lhat current!) exists there.
Shrake said that the aforementioned spaces
have not been finalized yet
Ted Weidner diredor of the facilitie.;;.
planmng ana management swd that the 100
collective spaces should be finished b) lhe
start of the fall season.
The other parking lot construction
proposals are "not firmed up yet," Weidner
said.
The cost of parking permirs was raised to
allow funds to be allocated to build some
additional closer and more convenient
parking lots.
All the parking costs are paid by the
parking permits on campus, Weidner said.
"h's a trade-off between green space and
parking space," Shrake said . ''You can't
asphalt everywhere."
Hal Nordin, a member of the parking
committee, sald in 1996 the committee
performed an extensive survey that took 14
weeks to conduct. The entire campus was
surveyed, including faculty, students and
service workers, Nordin said.

See LOT page 2
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Candidate says past affected his present
BY LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Congressman and gubernatorial candid ate, Glen
Poshard, spoke co a full auditodum in Coleman Hall
Wednesday about cultural diversity in the United States
and his views of education.
The 52-year-old Poshard said his experiences
growing up gave him many or his beliefs.
One experience that stands out in his mind is his
days as a 15 year old in August of 1960 auending a
Baptist church with his family and listening to the
sermon of a guest minister. The minister spoke
negatively of John F. Kennedy running for president.
Poshard remembers his father. a strong democratic
party supporter. telling the minister he was never
welcome back at the church again.
"I saw my father visibly and forcibly oppose
prejudice," he said. "(This was) a moment of great
pride:·
Later in his life, Poshard traveled to Bosnia to gauge
their reactions to lhe U.S. president visiting Bosnia. He
remembered rhe sights and sounds of Bosnia being
horrid because lhere were no lights in the airport and
everyone lived in bunkers and bombed out buildings.
Guards would pick up land mines from the road so
Poshard's bus coulc.J pass. and later replace the land
mines.
Throughout this desolation, Poshard remembers the
faith Bosnians had in the U.S. government.
The Bosnians were clapping in the streets as lhe bus
passed, he said. They flooded the streets and grabbed
the travelers to tell their stories.
Poshard distinctly remembers an old man with tears
in his eyes. This man had lost everything, he said, even
his wife and kids. He held Poshard tightly and told
him, "we only trust Americans."
Poshard realized the man's words had nothing to do
wilh lhe U.S's military or economic strength. The man
admired how Americans could make a country work
even with many racial backgrounds.
"He trusted us because we made it work," Poshard
said.
Pos hard attributes the 411trength of America to
education.
"The only thing I believe in strong enough is that that glue can hold us together," Poshard said. "It's io

See CANDIDATE page 2

KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff photographer
Glen Poshard, running in the March 17 gubernatorial primaries,
spoke Wednesday in front of a full house in the Coleman Hall
Auditorium.

State universities rally
behind closed discipline
By AMYTHON
Student government editor

Experimental

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Eric Boe, a senior biology major; pours solution with bacteria into a petri dish Wednesday
afternoon in the Life Science Building. Boe, a lab assistant, prepares for an bacteriology
experiment for a lab class. Students are learning to grow bacteria colonies in a petri dish.

The opposition Eastern has fielded
from some administrators in regard to the
proposed Cdme Reporting Act is not a
rarity among Olinois public universities.
The proposed act would allow judicial
board hearings to be open to the public.
Officials from other Illinois public
uni versities, including lilinois State
University, Northern Illinois University,
Southern Illinois University and Western
Illinois University, said they oppose the
changes that the Crime Reporting Act is
calling for.
"I am deadly opposed," said Rick
Olshack, a director of j udicial affairs at

ISU.
"I don't think (open j udicial hearings)
would be a good idea at our university,"

said Terry Jones. assistant director for
judicial affairs at NIU.
The four universities mentioned above,
in addition to the University of Illinois,
cu rrently have c losed judicial board
hearings. However, SlU lets its students
decide whether or not they want the
hearings to be open or closed.
According to Terry Huffman, the
coordinator of student development for
student judicial affairs at SIU, the student
has the option co choose an open hearing.
Jf the student opts for an open bearing, the
person who filed the complaint is asked to
give their permission to conduct the
meeting openly. If this person refuses, the
hearing is closed. Huffman said the public
hearings should stay optional.
'1 think it should be up to the student,
not Congress," Huffman said. He said he

See DISCIPLINE page 2
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AB members retreat DISCIPLINE
for budgeting lesson
By JOE SANNER
Staff writer
The Apportionment Board will
learn effective budget procedures
at a retreat tonight
The retreat, which will be held
at 6 p .m. at AB Chair Steve
Zielinski's house, will help AB
members learn about the budgeting process through exercises
conducted by Zielinski and get
acquainted with one another.
The AB distributes the student
activity fee money between the
Student Government, the Division
of Sports and Recreation,
Dramatic
P erformances,
University Board and itself. The
money must be portioned
between the groups and the final
budgets submitted to the senate
by April 1.

LOT

One change that will be made
in submitting budgets this
semester is that fee-funded boards
will be asked to submit a bottomline budget rather than requesting
more funds than they expect to
receive, Zielinski said.
Sometimes boards would submit budget requests that were up
to $30,000 more than what they
expect or need, Zielinski said.
"This helps the boards work
together instead of against each
other," Zielinski said. "We want
the boards to survive and serve
the students, but also do so at the
lowest cost to students."
Procedures on how to achieve
this will be exercised at tonight's
AB retreat.
"I hope we have some fun and
learn to work together," said
Zielinski.

frompageone

Forty percent of the surveys
revealed that people wanted closer,
more convenient lots. said Sgt Ron
Osborne, a member of the subparking and parking committees.
The parking committee does not
make the contracts and is not in
charge of money, it only makes recommendations, Nordin said.
The parking committee proposed that the price of parking permits be raised from $35 to $50 with
the understanding that the construction of more convenient parking
lots would take place by the fall
semester of 1998. Osborne said.
"(The parking permit cost) is
cheaper than other places m the
state," Weidner said.
The price increase of permits
would eventually pay the new lot
off. Osborne added.
'The whole object is for there to
be more parking spaces," Nordin
said.
About 250 new spaces were

proposed to be added, with 200
spaces allotted for student parking
and 50 for faculty parking, Osborne
said. The suggested lots were either
to be built on the open grassy area
south of the Tarble Arts Center, or
the 'W' lot was to be extended,
Osborne said.
These proposals were recommended to the president's council
last spring, Nordin said. The parking committee has another meeting
this fall.
Nordin said that a parking lot is
already in the process of being built
east of the Student Recreation
Center. There were two contracts
and one of the contracts fell
through, so that lot 1s still under
construction. he added.
This lot is scheduled to hold 60
spaces and will be shared by both
faculty and students, Nordin said.
"It does not look like (the proposed lots) are going to be built,"
Osborne said.

is concerned that open meetings
would violate students' privacy.
"(The act) could have some
devastating effects on students,"
Huffman said. "There are some
things students don't want aired to
the public."
The privacy act was passed to
protect students' records and both
Jones and Olshack think open
meetings would infringe on that
right.
'The main concern is (whether
it will) strip students of privacy
they have a right to," Olshack
said.
Another fear mentioned by
Jones, OJshack and Tun Sheridan,
the director of student judicial
affairs at WIU, was that innocent
students could be hurt and given a
"bad name" through the open
hearings.
''It might put those who are
innocent in an awkward position,"
Jones said.
An open judicial board hearing
is currently being used at the
University of Georgia and, according to Bill BraceweJl, who works
with the student judicial board.
this change has not affected the
university favorably.
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"It has perverted what we are
trying to do," Bracewell said.
He also said the university is
trying to provide an atmosphere
for students to learn to accept
responsibiLity for their behavior.
The hearings are supposed to be a
learning experience for students,
Bracewell said.
To have strangers sitting in on
the hearings and taking notes
seems to make students nervous,
Bracewell said.
Bracewell said be has had cases
where students are unwilling to
take part in the hearings as witnesses because the hearings arc
open.
One incident involved a woman
who was physically assaulted on
campus, yet did not want to discuss the experience because of the
open hearings, Bracewell said.
"It makes the whole thing awkward and totally different from
what the university was trying to
do," Bracewell said.
Sheridan said it is difficu lt
enough for women to report a sexual assault. let alone do something
about it.
·•some victims feel as if (judicial board hearings) are a place

where they can tell a story to cry to
seek some form of just response,"
Sheridan said.
Sheridan also had worked in
systems with open judicial board
hearings and has found that people
are unwilling to take a complaint
forward because of a fear that
everyone will know what happened. Also, be said. it slows the
recovery process for the victim.
When Sheridan was working in
a situation with open judicial
board bearings, he said the hearings "seemed to do more harm
than good."
Sheridan said the only good situations were when an alcohol or
marijuana violation was committed. The added embarrassment of
open bearings might deter students
from getting these violations.
Olshack said he has held conferences on this issue and that the
Student Government at ISU is taking the issue to Washington, D.C..
to debate it.
Olsback also
pointed out that once the changes
are made there will be no opportunity to reverse the act if the result
is harmful.
"That's wily we need to fight
hard now," Olshack said.

RHA to elect new board member
By NICOLE MEINHEIT
Staff writer
The
Residence
Hall
Association tonight will elect an
additional member to serve on its
executive board.
The meeting will be held at 5
p.m. in the McKinney Hall lobby.
The new position will be
responsible for fund raising. said
Haley Pope, RHA vice president
"They will deal with major
fund raising like the final exam
kits RHA puts out with the parents organization," Pope said.
The executive board met
Tuesday to review applications
for the position and their decision

will be announced tonight, Pope
said.
''At this point I have received
(no applications)." said RHA
President Amanda Perry.
The applications were to be
submitted in the fonn of a letter
o f intent and were due by
Wednesday at noon.
The position is a trial position,
Pope said.
··we will t~'y it for thi s
semester and if it works we will
keep it going. if not we'll drop
it," Pope said.
RHA also will discuss allocating money to alternative spring
break, which is a Haiti connection program, Pope said.

"In the past, RHA has always
given funds to alternative spring
break," Perry said.
Alternative spring break is an
opportunity for students to travel
and preform volunteer work,
Perry said.
Jennifer O'Rouke may give a
special presentation on alternative spring break, Pope said.
The theme for the Illinois
" . 11au
;c<,l•\"\ •<;.!:
m"'"' '""'l'l"nh
~soc1auon conRes1·d'enc~
ference will also be announced,
Pope said.
IRHA is a conference that will
be held at the University of
Illinois at Chicago. Eastern will
send 16 delegates to attend the
conference.

Intern alleges affair with president CANDIDATE
WASHINGT ON (AP) - I n
dozens of taped conversations
now in the hands of Whitewater
prosecutors, a forme r White
House intern says s he had an
affair with President Clinton and
that he tried to gel her to lie about
it. lawyers said Wednesday. An
outraged president denied the
allegations.
''There is not a sexual relationship," Clinton said firmly in a
White House inteiview. " I did not

ask anyone to tell anything other
than the truth."
Prosecutors immediately subpoenaed the White House for documents about the young woman
while new evidence surfaced that
Clinton's United Nations ambassador, Bill Richardson, and another longtime confidant, Vernon
Jordan, arranged jobs for 24-yearold intern Monica S. Lewinsky.
The offers came around the
time Ms. Lewinsky prepared an
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affidavit in the Paula Jones sexual
harrasment case denying an affair
wttb Clinton _ a denial now
called into question b~ tape
recordings secretly made by one
of her friends, offici~s confirmed:
Whitewater prost!cutO)"S' were
already inves tigating j ob-for silence allegations that Jordan and
other Clinton friend s arrange d
work for Whitewater fi g ure
Webster Hubbell. a fonner associate attorney general.

the education."
Poshard stated his belief in
education is one of his strongest.
Education is the agent that drives
it all and the best part of educati0n is growing UP. in understanding and rolerance o r eac h other,
he said.
Although Poshard said he was
not at Eastern to make a political
s peec h for the upcoming race,
audience questions focu sed main1y on hi s political stances on

from page one

areas such as education, health
care.
care
welfar e,
business/school relationships and
immigration reform.
£.>qshard is a representative of
the 19th CQngressional district of
the
U.S.
House
of
Representatives and will run be
running the the March 17 primaries.
The Mortar Board and the
Political Science Association
brought him to campus.

Carman's phone follies
Telephone problems
leave residence halls
disconnected
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Several campus phone lines were clogged
Tuesday, preventing calls from being made
from or to Cannan Hall residents for more
than eight hours.
Not only were residents clueless as to
what the phone problem was, but a sign posted on the front desk window indicated that
the resident director was, too. The sign read:
'The phones are temporarily messed up for
the entire building. They have been reported
to the phone company and will be fixed
ASAP. Sorry about the inconvenience.''
"None of the building's phones are working," said Cece Quinn, a night assistant of
Carman Hall and a freshman Spanish major.
"We've had seven complaints in the last
10 minutes," Quinn said. 'The phones started
(not working) hours ago.
"(The university officials) called for what
10 do in case of an emergency," Quinn said.
She said she was instructed to get a resident
assistant.
Illinois Consolidated Telephone Company
employees said they did not know of any
phone problems.
Joscyln Tillery, a resident assistant in
Carman Hall, said campus authorities had not
notified her as of Wednesday of any addition-

al information Tillery said she called the
phone company at 11:30 p.m. Tuesday, but
the company representative was unaware that
a problem in connection to Carman Hall
existed.
Paul Cunningham, a Dominoes pizza
delivery man, said Dominoes was losing
money because the disabled phone lines were
making it difficult for him to get ahold of students in Carman Hall who had ordered food.
"It's just in the last hour we've noticed it,"
Cunningham said.
Cunningham said he did not encounter
any other problems when delivering pizzas at
the other residence halls.
"This could be a safety hazard," said
Jackie McGrath, a resident assistant of
Carman Hall. "911 doesn't work, I tried it."
McGrath said she noticed the phones were
not working properly around 4:30 p.m.
Tuesday but they were usable by 1 a.m.
Wednesday.
A couple residents in Carman Hall said
the situation became chaotic.
"The phone is my only form of communication," said Jeanneen Holmes, a freshman
communications major. "I'm totally discon-

nected."
Holmes said she considered the phone
problem a safety hazard. In case of an emergency, Holmes said she was going to run outside and "push one of those blue things."
Jamila Smith, a freshman elementary education major, said "the phone problem
doesn't really bother me, although I can't get
in contact with my friends and parents."

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor

Welcome to the real world
Rosalyn Gresens, from Career Services and Placement Center, presents a workshop on
how to make a resume Wednesday afternoon in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. About 15 people attended the workshop.

Correction - - - - - - - - - - - - - In Wednesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News the student activity fee was
incorrectly reported. The fee is $21.15 for

a full-time student. The News regrets the
error.

Search begins for auditor position; applications being accepted
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
A six-member search commit1ee has been formed co select the
diref,~\>f. qf. i/l,tern~ auqiting aµd is
currently accepting applications
through February.
Jody Hom, union director of
housing and dining services, will
chair the committee to choose the
best applicant for the position.
"Our goal is to find a new
director of internal auditing for
Eastern," Hom said.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to
the president, said the director of
internal auditing reports to the

university president and is
responsible for the development
and implementation of the university's internal audit program.
Horn said the director also
exists to ensure all employees are
following university guidelines.
"The new director will be making sure that (university employees) are doing what they are supposed to be doing," Horn said.
"The director of internal auditing
protects the university and au of
its resources by doing this."
Hom said the committee bas
been in place for about a month
and is still in the beginning
stages.

1412 4th St.
Charleston

345-7849
Drink Specials

Karaoke
Night
S..lOpm

Bud light, Miller Ute, 4: Coors light
16 oz drafts... $1.75
Woodchuck Cider.........................reg. $2.95
Special $2.50

LUNCH
· Pulled Chicken Club•....................$3.95
- Pasta Salad....................................$2.95

"We are currently in the seeking applications stage," Horn
said. ''We have not received many
responses yet, but il is still early.
Our application deadline is not
until Feb. 20."
The screening committee consists of: one representative from
the vice president for student
affairs area. Jody Hom; one representative from the vice president
for academic affairs area, Roann
Kopel; two representatives from
the vice president for business
affairs area, Marilyn Finley and
Carol Strode; one representative
from the president's area, Lisa
Huson; and one affirmative action

officer ex-officio, Cynthia
Nichols. Hom said the committee
can not look too far ahead when
setting goal dates, but would like
to have the position filled by
March or April.
"We need to see how many
applications we receive before we
set future dates, but we would like
to have someone in place as soon
as possible," Hom said.
The position has been advertised in local and surrounding
areas, and in selected auditing and
accounting journals, Hom said.
The screening committee is
looking for someone with a
degree and some auditing experi-

ence to take over the position.
According to the position
description, minimal qualifications include a bachelors degree
wjtb a minimum of five years
auditing experience; and/or
Certified Public Accountant certificate with a minimum of four
years auditing experience; or a
Certified Internal Auditor certificate and excellent oral and written
communication skills.
The position became open
when Jeff Cooley, Eastem's former director of internal auditing,
was selected to the position of
assistant vice president for business affairs Dec 1.
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Gender equity tops
in state at Eastern,
and still increasing
T

he Illinois Board of Higher Education has
issued a report on the status of Gender
Equity in Illinois.
And to the surprise of some cynics, Eastern
is actually at the top of the pile when it comes
to striving for equality in collegiate athletics.
According to the university's Title IX gender equity disclosure statements, the number
of female athletes has
J increased
to 223, in
1996-97, up from 167,
in 1995-96.
The topic of gender equity in collegiate sports has been hotly
debated.
Critics have lambasted the vagueness of the
NCAA regulation on the matter and the unlikeliness of equity at vniversities with large, onesport programs like football.
Also the fact that to attain gender equity
schools may have to cut or eliminate sports
programs has caused conflict.
The issue has even found its way into the
court system. Illinois State University was
sued for cutting some men's athletic programs.
The idea behind Title IX is to create an
equal number of opportunities for male and
female athletes. Unfortunately, in higher education money drives decisions more than
equality, and as a result men's athletics receive
funding cuts.
To Eastern's credit, it has refrained from
diminishing the opportunities for men to participate in sports by cutting programs.
High-minded goals such as equality cannot
be reached by mere mission statements and
talk. Equality must be reached with action.
The goal can only be fully realized with adequate funding, and the redistribution of money
within the 1997-98 budget reflects the university's commitment to gender equity.
With the possible addition of women's rugby
to the sports program, Eastern is continuing to
head in the right direction.
Eastern is the closest to achieving gender
equity in the state. By continuing to add new
programs and opportunity, the university may
be able to realize the elusive goal of equality
in athletics.

.tOrI·a-.
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' ' today's quote
Well begun is half done.
-Aristotle

M

onday. the world celebrated
the birth of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. As usual, though, a majority of the news coverage focused on
his death. On April 4th 1968, King
was assassinaLed. Ten days later,
Anthony Michael HalJ was born. I
think God got the better half of that BRIAN ANDERSON
lracle.
You would think that with 1998 Regular columnist
being so young, MLK's birthday
would be this year's first reminder
of that tumultuous year three
decades ago. This is hardJy so. In fact, almost everything in the
news these days causes me to reminisce about that unforgettable time.
1968, oh what a year that was. A young OJ. Simpson was
collecting the Heisman Trophy he no longer has, CBS
launched a Sunday night news program called 60 Minutes,
and 22-year old Bill Clinton was biding his time in England,
not Vietnam.
In January 1968, Ohio State won the national championship
in college football; no Big Ten team won it since then until
Michigan this year. The Green Bay Packers were preparing to
win their second straight Super Bowl. The moon was orbited
for the first time and John Glenn was retired from NASA.
Also in 1968, Martin Luther King's photonegative in every
sense, George Wallace, did what Ross Perot can't (won electoral votes in the presidential election), Earl Warren wrapped
up the most distressing Supreme Court Term since Roger
Taney's and Robert Kennedy died before he was supposed to.
Perhaps most illustrative of history repeating itself is that in
1968, the tobacco industry seemed to be on the ropes. Four
years after an impartial committee stated that "Cigarette smoking is a health hazard of sufficient importance in the U.S. to
warrant appropriate remedial action," the FCC was banning
cigarette advertising on radio and television and the House
Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee was seeking
appropriate action.
Switch to 1998. The Green Bay Packers are preparing to
win their second straight Super Bowl, John Glenn is unretired

"In his State of
the Union Address,
President Clinton
will call for an allour war against
the tobacco companies."

from NASA, Michael Showed us
that it is still an.Kennedy-like to die
of natural causes and the tobacco
industry seems to be on the ropes.
It appears that nex.t Tuesday, in
his State of the Union Address,
President Clinton will call for an
all-out war against the tobacco
companies. Part of bis plan is an
increased sin tax. that will discourage purchases by young smokers
who are, according to Health and
Human Services Secretary Donna

Shalala, "price sensitive."
Usually, those parental government officials who 'impose
tax.es on items they want us to quit buying say that they hope
that the tax. fails to make any revenue. Not this time. (Perhaps
we have all accepted that government involvement tends to
have the opposite effect than was intended.)
I want everyone to pay attention to this nex.t week. Right
after Clinton finishes ballyhooing cigarettes, listen to how he
intends to fund bis "It Takes a Village" social programs on the
backs of smokers. Oh yeah, and watch Mr. Tobacco himself,
Al Gore, clap wildly (any clapping at all is wild for Gore).
In 1968, "balanced budgets as far as the eye can see" meant
one more for the next 30 years. Whether we are condemned to
repeat this part of history bas much more to do with the Asian
flu than it does with lung cancer. Prudence will lead to prosperity. Johnson-like spending will send us back into the depths
of debt.
But put all of that aside. The lesson here is that people who
like to smoke will continue to smoke no matter what the government does, and taxing cigarettes is about as much punishment to the tobacco companies as the Iraqi food embargo is to
Saddam Hussein.
My advice. Avoid the tax; roll your own smokes. I bet
President Clinton could show you bow. Sure, it's bad for you,
but at least it's better than skiing.
- Brian Anderson is a graduate student and semi-monthly
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is

cubea@pen.eiu.edu.
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Government agencies
partially responsible
for Mexican massacres
To the editor:
Forty-five men, women and children were shot and hacked to death
with machetes at a village in southern Mex.ico. The Mexican government and the U.S. government
expressed shock and outrage
What utter hypocrisy! F'or years
the School of the Americans at Fort
Benning, Ga. bas been training
death squad leaders for counterinsurgency work against leftist groups
like the Zapatistas in Mexico. Many
members of the Atlacatl battalion
involved in the El Mozote massacre
in El Salvador were trained at the
School of the Americas. Americas
Watch has stated thac most of the
weapons the Unite<1 States supplies
Lo Colombia, ostensibly to fighc
drug trafficking, were instead going
to paramilitary groups involved in
torture, disappearances of and massacres of peasants.
This isn't accidental. This is

your turn
deliberate policy! It is part of a
strategy called low-intensity warfare. Since guerrillas depend on
popular support, the idea of lowintensity warfare is to do such horrible and despicable things that the
people will be so sickened and
demoralized that they will no longer
support the guerrillas. Some of these
atrocious acts are disappearances,
torture of children in front of parents, mutilation of corpses, gouging
out of eyeballs, beheadings and
placing of severed heads and pikes,
etc.
This is all necessary to make the
world safe for the Fortune 500 and
to ensure their access to cheap labor
and natural resources. A population
made docile by terror is less likely
to organize unions or complain
about wage~. working conditions
and environmental pollution in factories operated by multinational corporations. Remember the memo
from Chase Manhattan bank is that
was made public few years ago. It

stated that the Zapaptistas needed to
be eliminated to restore investor
cqnfidence in the Mexican economy.
Subcomrnandante Marcos blamed
the Mexican government for the
massacre. He didn't go far enough.
He should have blamed the U.S.
government, the School of the
Americans and the global capitalist
system as well.

Gary Sudborough

Letters policy
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They shou ld be less than 250
words and include the author's name.
telephone number aod address.
Students must indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate their
position and department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed.
Depending on space constraints,
we may have to edit your letter, so
keep it as concise as possible.
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Student fee hike overdue RSO plan
tabled by
senate

ByAMYTHON

holds $ 107,752.26.
This amount is lower than previou s years. Du ring the 1990-91
Editt>r's note: This is the second school year the reserve held
in a series of two stories examin- $255,776 and i n 1993 it held
ing
the
origin
of the $243,761.
Apportionment Board and the stuAccording to Sharon Woodyard,
dem activity fee.
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union staff clerk. the balance was
The student activity fee originat- purposely brought down to about
ed in 1921 when students were $100,000 by the Apportionment
charged $1.75. One dolJar of this Board. She also said currently the
fee went to athletics and the plan is to leave it at about that
remaining 75 cents was spent on amount.
entertainment for students.
The student activity fee reserve
In the last 77 years the student also earns interest which is budgetactivity fee has increased to the ed into the overall balance.
$21.15 a full-time student pays per
"It's just like a bank account. it
semester now.
earns interest and (the interest)
The Apportionment Board, goes right back into the account."
founded in 1936, began talcing care Woodyard said.
of allocating the student activity
The student activity fee has not
fee to boards and activities. Prior to been raised in several years said
that time the university allocated David Milberg, director of the
the money.
Office of Student Life and Student
The money collected through Activities.
this fee is allocated to the Student
"Early on there was a feeling
Government. the Division of that they didn't need to raise it,"
Sports and Recreation. Dramatic Milberg said.
But now there is a significant
Performances, University Board
and the AB. An¥ leftover rnoneY, Is amount o( oressure to have tije l~e ~·
J( •Jv ( • ..., ••..• ... , ~lll.i.lir IV> ~ J<l'.1 fl ;illlffl
(JI) I
I .,
{ t J
kep i~J,tie l~J"'r?.u<l:JJl~'.UY.}~e, r..u:.ep )P..,m<ike ~P 10~ many years
resen~ mna.-rn1s Peserve currentl1 or ilie fee not bemg r..used.
Student government editor

Carle faces accusations
regarding billing process
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
Carle Clinic, which has a Coles
County branch on Route 16 that
has
been
serving
Charleston/Mattoon-area residents
for 10 years, faces a complaint
being filed by the Champaign
County
umers
that pertaJns to the clinic's billing
services and credit payments.
The Champaign County Health
Care Consumers held a press conference Wednesday afternoon in
Champaign to "file an official
complaint with the Federal Trade
Commission against the Carle
Clinic Associat ion," a press
release said .
Claudia Lennhoff, an organizer
at Champaign County Health Care
Consumers, is a client at the Carle
Clinic and a one-year member of
the the organization. At the conference Lennboff said the CCHCC in
March began investigating complaints that were caJled into the
organizatrort anti a representative
contacted Carle Clinic to let it
know people had concerns.
One complaint is that the clinic's grace period and billing cycles
are inconsistent with the policy
stated on the back of the bills,
Lennhoff said. The clinic denotes

the grace period as being 20 days.
but Lennhoff alleged at the conference that it is a 25~y period.
"Often, Carle Clinic will delay
crediting payment to a patient's
account and if the payment isn't
credited to the account until after
the due date on that bill, then the
consumer is charged interest,"
I,.ennboff lU!eged.
Lennhoff alleged that customers
are charged interest each month,
which adds up and costs consumers money they do not owe.
Mich ael Murray, director of
r egion al health services at
Mattoon 's Carle C l inic, said
Eastern students do not make up a
large portion of the patient population at Carle Clinic, and he considers the clinic to be doing "an
excellent job in the care (it) provides to (its) patient population."'
Murray declined to comment
on the complaint against Carle
Clinic.
C31le Clinic is also facing accusatioqs from the orfanization of
filing insurance claims improperly.
The problems are believed to be
systemic with the chain of Carle
Clinics and "affecting thousands
of people," Lennhoff said.
The organization will not be
taking Carle Clinic to court as of
yet, Lennhoff said.

,, \1

~?!

''

By AMY THON
Student government editor
Student Senate Wednesday
tabled a proposal which would
improve the communication
between the senate and the student body.
Senate member Melissa
Girten suggested the senate
table the p roposal to allow
members an opportunity to discuss the proposal with students
prior to voting.
The proposal suggested making some additions to the renewal forms which all Recognized
Student Organizations are
required to submit each fall.
The additions to the form
would include a line for the email address of the advisors and
the executive members. A second.,. additio11 w9u~d qe ro,
iippoint a member of the organization as the liaison to the
Student Senate. This position .
would be encouraged to attend
senate meetings and stay abre-,m
on topics to help improve communication belween Student
Senate and the student body.
Jason Amato, student vice
presidenl for student affairs, told
the senate that the addition of
the e-mail and liaison line would
not be added to the fonn for several years because the existing
forms need to be used up.
However, when new forms were
created the additions would be

Thursday at

c./tl.arty's
GYROS w/ Fries
$ 3 .49
SI .so Puc ke r Shots
Friday: N l day Super B owl
Pre-Party !

OLDETOWN
MANAGEMENT INC.
1408 SIXTH ST. 217/345 6533
NOW LEASING FOR '98-'99
•Oldetown Apts.
• 1420 6th St. Apts.

~W
Wl!li6
Flubber PG Fri Sat 6:459:00
F/S/S/Mon mat 2:ll Sun-Thur 6:45
An American Werewolf In Paris R
Fr1 Sat 7"15 9:ll Fn Sat Sun Mon
·1

made.
''We do forms every couple
of years," said Dave Milberg,
Student Senate adviser. "We are
not quite willing to throw (the
old forms) out"
Amato said it would be costly to redo the forms, so a cover
letter will be attached to the
forms requesting the new information.
"We automaticalJy do a cover
lener when the forms go out ,"
Milberg said. "To add that in
would not be a problem and I
assure you it will be done."
The proposal was submined
by senate members Bill Gruen
and Natalie Terwelp. Gruen said
the addition of the e-mail
address would <allow senate
members to send meeting minutes to the organizations. The
organizations also would be able
to send comments and concerns
or other information back to the
senate.

Shows & Times effective 1/16-22
Sat Sun Mon mats in (brackets]
The Tltlnlc PG13 DIGITAL
{12:00) 4:008:10
HalfBaked R
{12:l) 2:45] 4:&> 6:&> 9:00
HardRaln R
(2:15] 5:10 7:ll9:.()
Fallen R
[1:45] 4:3) 7:1010:10
Good Wiii Hunting R
[1:OOJ4:.() 7:20 10:00
As Good As I Gets PG13
(1 :151 4:10 7:00 9:fO
MrMagoo PG
[12:15 2:3)) 5:00
Flrestonn R
8:00 10:20 only
Amlst.td R DIGITAL
(12:45] 4:20 7:'5J

Free Refill on Popcorn &Soft Drinks!

·~ \)..,, ~

1191

"\

UNION BOWLING LANES
and
RECREATION AREA

·=-

Stop by and sign up NOW!

348-8282

Leagues start Jan. 26th!!

Call Papa when your
caught up in the cold

Take a break and have some fun!!

BOWLING
LANES

(running through the spring semester)

$3.50/ week
per person

i~
1

:

•Heritage Apts.
•4th & Buchanan

MONDAY
WEDNESDAY
WEDNESDAY

Coed
Singles
Coed

9:00pm
4:30pm*

Dbl~~BCJWIBCS~~~~~=·

s; : : ;Lower Level, Martin Luther King.Jr. University Union

',~ \~:. \ .Ji 1.l& \ \J ..B

Better Ingredients. •

Better Pizza.

r-i-rargel-ttem--1

I
I
I
I
I

$.

Pizza

$~S>S>

~

«> . -

.z.

1Fc:> .-

~~~

additional toppings $ 1. 10

1
I
I
I
I

L--~t~~~~~~~~~~-~
581-7457
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AIDS tragedy brings friends closer
By SARAH JOHNSON

this because of the choices I made

Staff writer

regarding sex and alcohol. I know
it goes on here everyday at this
campus, and I want you to understand how a decision you make
today can affect you the rest of
your life."
Sullivan and Goldman are both
graduates of Indiana State
University, and have spoken to
more than half a million college
students at 400 campuses nationwide.
Sullivan said he hopes co
emphasize that "HIV can happen
to anyone regardless of age, sexual orientation and genetics."
Sullivan also wants students to
realize they need to help friends
make better decisions about mixing intoxicants with sex.
"Even ifHN doesn't happen to
you, it is probably going to happen to someone you know,"
Sullivan said. "I never thought it

Two friends, whose relationship
was strengthened after discovering
one of tbem was HIV positive,
tonight will emphasize the importance of making educated decisions.
T.J. Sullivan and Joel Goldman
will perform their final lecLure of a
five-year tour titled, '·Friendship
in the Age of AIDS," at 8 p.m.
tonight in the Grand Ballroom of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Goldman discovered he was
positive in 1992 and Sullivan
said the lecture will not be the typical AIDS lecture as it will cover
alcohol education, comedy and
sex education.
'The saddest part for me personally is that this isn't something
I had to get," Goldman said. "I got

mv

could happen to Joel. He's a nice
Jewish boy from the suburbs who
was the president of his fraternity.
You don't picture it happening to
people like that."
The lecture is sponsored by the
University Board Lecture committee, Interfraternity Council,
Panhellenic Council and Health
Services. Admission is $1 for students with an l.D. and $3 for the
general public.
UB Chair Tom Ryan said he
expects a full house for the lec-

ture.
"I've heard great things about

T.J. and Joel," said Ryan.
"They've been booked for a
while."
"We try to set lectures with the
topics at hand," said Ryan. "Next
week is world AIDS Awareness
Week. This is perfect timing along
with having the AIDS (Memorial)
Quilt coming."

Mayor addresses potential 911 problems
By JOSHUA NIZIOLKlEWICZ
Staff writer
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill
Wednesday said he sees some
problems with the 911 emergency
system, including being mislead in
enacting the emergency process.
U Eastern studenrs are in need
of an emergency unit, they will
have to call elsewhere if the local
departments are busy, Cougill
said
"'The 911 system is not centralized," Cougill said. ''This means
that if an ambulance, police officer, fireman or other emergency
department is busy with another
emergency when called. there is
no automatic dispatch co another

rown."
Cougill also said he bas found
some discrepancy in the definition
of the word "emergency."
"Until recently the definition of
Lhe word 'emergency' was very
broad," Cougill said. "Now Lhe
Illinois legislature has tried to narrow ir down, and srill ir is very
vague.''
Cougill also pointed out rhe
problems with having an appointed board instead of an elected
board for 91 l. Cougill said the
people on the board "are suited to
the emergency service," but it may
cause problems when financial
matters arise.
County Board members also
are concerned with how students

and residents will be charged for
the service. Cougill said to charge
the whole city for the service
would be unfair, but to charge the
individual caller may not be fair
either. Right now Charleston residents are charged $1.95 for the
911 service, while students at
Eastern are charged 20 cents.
Questions of the Illinois
Consolidated Telephone Company
overcharging arose this week
when Deb Prather, Illinois
Commerce Commissioner 911
Director, conducted an audit on
the 911 emergency phone system.
But Cougill said the audit found
Illinois Consolidated was not
responsible for any type of overcharging for the system.

BEll'S FLOWER CORNER

§

L-

FOR ALL OF YOUR
FLOWERING NEEDS

• -

COME SEE US.
0

1335 Monroe

345-3919

UB lectures and Human Potential, IFC,
Panhellenic &Health Services present:
T.J. & Joel sharing their experiences in...

"Friendship in the Age of AIDS"
•ONE OF THE MOST
MOVING LECTURES OF A
TRUE LIFE STORY.
•LAsr CHANCE TO SEE
THEM!

• NEVER TO APPEAR ON
LECTURE CIRCUIT AGAIN.
1 NUMEROUS SELLOUTS
NATIONWIDE - GET THERE

EARLY!

Hey, Cathallc-Cbris•lans
" All Peopl.e Commltt.ed

o·Non-Violence.
Today, January 22, 1998
(25th Anniversary of Roe v. Wade)
Let us fast ~ pray for an end to the
violence of abortion
Prayer Opportunities: 12:05pm Mass at Newman Chapel
7:00 pm Prayer Service - St. Charles
Interested in the working for the preservation of life; come to the next
EIU for Life meeting Wednesday Jan. 28
Coleman Hall Room 1 21 7 :00 pm
"The fundamental question posed by abortion is this: Once a child has been conceived, what is the proper
response of a good society--of America at her best? If pregnancy presents a challenge, do we, as a society,
rise to that challenge or do we steal away, dispensing with the challenge by dispensing with the child? And
w hen a pregnancy comes at a difficult time, what is the worthier response? Do we surround mother and child
with protection and love, or do we hold out to her the cold comfort of a trip to an abortionist? Where is our
true character to be seen, in an adoptive home or at the abortion clinic?"
(Former Democratic governor of Pennsylvania Robert P. Casey: 1994 Speech)

Newman
Catholic
Center
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OVER TWO MILLION
OF THE BEST
MINDS IN AMERICA
HAVE ALREADY
CHOSEN THE BEST
RETIREMENT SYSTEM.
TIAA-CREF.
•

"'{"I

Then it comes to planning a comfortable

VV future, over 2 million of America's best

impressive range of ways to help you create a
comfortable and secure tomorrow. From the

and hrightest count on TIAA-CREF. With

guarantees of TIAA's top-rated Traditional

$200 billion in assets, we're the world's largest

Annuity 00 to the additional growth opportuni-

retirement company, the .nation's leader in

ties of our variable investment accounts, you'll

customer satisfaction, and the overwhelming

find the flexibility and diversity you need to

choice of people in education, research and

help you meet your long-term goals. And they're

related fields?

all backed by some of the most knowledgeable

The reason? For 80 years, TIAA-CREF has

investment managers in the industry.

introduced intelligent solutions to America's

To ]earn more about the world's premier retire-

long-term planning needs. We pioneered portable

ment organization, speak to one of our expert

benefits. We invented the variable annuity and

consultants at 1 800 842-7715 (8 a.m.-11 p.m. ET).

helped popularize the very concept of stock

Or better still, speak to one of your colleagues.

investing for retirement planning.

Find out why, when it comes to planning for

Tod~y, TIAA-CREF's expertise offers an

..

tomorrow, great minds think alike.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM

..
~
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classified advertisin

8
Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

DORM SIZED REFRIGERATOR.
820
48-774
_ _LIN:OLN
_ _ _3_
_ _6 _ _ 514

PA RT-TIME PCSTiail distrihlt~ tdlertisirg natedals. N:> selling involved. All ll8terials
provided at no charge. 1-800yoJr·job, wm1 .aamet.can/poe-

NICE, CLOS E TO C AMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
le!lee.
ro_
pet&.
cau
___
__
_345-3148.
_ _ _514

AP1'S • , off street pu:kiz:g, furni!ta:I. ate . . _ too mxb lD list aill.
217-348-0819
Leave
message.
______
__
_ _ l(Zl

~.ttln.

2 BEDROOM TO WNHOUSE
A PA R'IMENI'S furnished . Trash
plu :in::ll.rhi. 2 b1oda> fnm am-

CHEAP RENT, 2ND & Grant.
Across fran Lancz. Rooomate
needad. CW! rent and parldrig.

ps.
348-0350.
_ _call
__
_ _ _ _ _ _ Sl4

~

NICE, CLOS£ TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98-99
sdD:>.1 year. N:> pets. $235/ ll'012 lltrlth
le:lse.
Qill 345-3148.
_
___
__
_ _ _ _ 514

FOR RENT: Large 2 bedroom
q;:flIU.Bt:s, c:lcee to CB!pl9, furni.!hd, lAn:ky hri Ji ties, CB"t:W
. . • Rr 3 a: 4 pq:ile. QUl 3498824
a nessage.
_ _(9·5)
_ _a:
_ leave
___
_ _ 2/19

70ay Daycare 6 weeks and up
Preschool. All shifts open
b!fcre/afta 9:iml.. Tzaini:rg. Uc
tl79991. 348-8001.
_ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ 1131

-----

-----

Make Money

$1500

WEEKLY

POTENTIAL

rraitirv Cl.Ir ci:roJl.ms. N:> e>pri. eroe Rl!Q,lired. Free infoxn'etim
p!IC:i<ee.
_ _ _QiJ.l
_ _41<>-347-1475
_ _ _ _._2/12

Help Wanted
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL0 PM EN TAL
DISABILITIES.
M::slday through Friday evenin'1
and~ shifts or~
d1iftB ~ Flerih1e s:hrlllil"Q also llMli.llli:ile. N:> ~

ncccssacy . nsid ttainiiy is ixolld.
Ed. 1':J>licat! ms rrey 1:E ctt.ained
at CCAR Industries. 825 18th
Street, Olarlestoo. IL 61920
E.O.E.
--+-~-'-""'-':.......;..---'-'~41/29
;NOW 'HIRING S'Ul:ME~ STAF
for Girl Scout Resldent Qmp.
Qttifisi lifigmtb, ax:k;;, a:Ul
lors. unit leaders, program
directors and LPN El-rr openings. carp is locat:ed outside
OttlWl n 01 260 wxrlErl acres.
Olly time serirus al::rut WJddrg
With the yo.1th of today 'Atiile
l!mning/~ valuable a.it.
cbr liVll'{l 6ldlls resj cgily. .1.m
21. 1998- August l, 1998.
Caiplcte training provided.
Min::rities m:n.u:aged to ~ly.
For ewJ.icatioo write or call:
TGSC, 1533 Spencer Road.
Joli.el:,
815-723-3449.
_ _ _IL
_60433
_ _or
__
_ _Sl4

CAMP STAFF POSITICNS available. Easter CaI!I> Seals
W awbeek
Reopite
and
Recreatioo. Great experience
wxkirlg with a wri.ecy of pe:p1e
with d!S'tilitles . O:mtt Oris er
Shannan at 608-2778288 or e~il us at wawbeek@wi-~t
erssetils. ory. We will l:e en csnP.19
Jon.
28._ _ _ _ _ _ 1128
__
__
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYM E NT- Work in Aroerica. s
~ Alrlcs, Focests t. Wittiia
Preserves. Qxrpet.itive wages +
bonuses! Ask us how! call
C:Utdoor Brployment Resources:
517-324-3109 Ext. N57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2/10
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT- Discoler h:.w to
W%k in ettic 1c.cat:ias. rnia; fl.n
i;:eqlle, Wille EmJ'lin;r a livirg in
these exciting ini.Jstrles! For
er!l)l~t informatioo, call:
517-324-3090
CS7381.
_ _ _ _ _Ext.
_ __
__ 1123

MODELS

NEEDED. Male or
femle mxills fer ~ classes far ~ 1998 9EllllSter. 'n>
OR>lY, cme to the Art Office.
F:iro Arts 216.
- - - - - - -...,....,.--1130
EARN $750 - $1500/ WEEK.
~ 11.1.1 tre m:nay }O.tr stu::lent
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA FUNDRAISER on your
Cl!llp.IS. N:> irM!stlrelt & very lit tle titre neerled. 'll::e:e' S ID cbli gicim. m WV rtt aill fr.:r infr.:ri:retioo today . Call 1-80<>-3238454
95.
_ _x_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122
HOUSE CLEANING 3-4 hours
per t.eelt. ~ an:i titre flexilile.
$5.50/hr. Call 345-7998 after 5
p.m.

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _1123
HE L P
WANTED. Pa rt-T irno
lnlse ~ ard/ or micbight
to 8 Ill: a hri.lity fr.:r in:ii.vid.als
with d!Mllq:rrmtal disabilities.
O!.ll. 345-2922 a: cgJ).y in pem::n
at 910 17th Streec :in Chlrleltl:n.

MACARTHUR MANOR APARTM:NTS OOIJ let'ISilg' far Fall '98,
2 bed.roan fum.isbed apt. 345-

2231.
~---------514

BRITTANY RIDGE 3 BEDROOM
lb.loo far reic !::¥ CWEr. 700.00
per
nr:mth/divided.
Prefer
fma:les. (630) 372-8282

-~~-------l(Zl
BEST VALUE. FURNISHED 2
bedroom apartment. Garbage
1nclu00d. 10 m:nth lease. $250

each. 348-0288
l/30
AVAILABLE FOR m..L 98. CH:,
TWO ANO THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT LOCATICN. 345-6000

I':-~ •
j:,5;4
OfiR
sw~ 'fiiKE~ & FOUR BEDROOM
Lookin;J tar high energy iQ:pie hous & aparbnen~ dose •o
with a Q{X'r1Cr attitu::le. l«>ly
C8!'(:1lS. O:U1 345-6621
llfter 2 p.m. in pera:n at Joey' s
-~--------:i/4
APT, BASIC FURNISH
ftr ~a:i..as.
t/~ter provided. SP
-~--------1123
HELP WANTEI;>
PART-TIME
$250. l:ttYe 345-2171.
BA RTENDE:R NITES. 2:. YRS &
11 ti.In.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514
OLDER. CALL FOR APPOINTMENT 9 TO 5 P.M. 349-8215.
EITSINGER APARTMENTS.
1611 9th St. ere h1a:k EBSt:, Old
-~--------1/28
$$$NEED EXTRA MONEY?$$$
Msin. Na.-1 leasing for Sumrer
Interim ~ has irme:liate
98. nnd 98, 99 school year.
cp:nin;i far i:ert-tiire positicri,
Q:rrpletely furnished. heat
great: for students! ! ccntact
guin:ie in::lu:W. Off stnn: i:m:kInterim l'era:n'E1 345-2211
il"Q, 9 nrnth irrli.vid.al leesirg.
345-7136
--~------1/26
ADMINISTRATIVE .ASSISTANT
~-~-------514
Pranirent argimiz.atiOl seeks a
FN.L, 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroan hll;es,
highly nxivated, professi.alal
2/3 bedrcan apartl!elts. Close
to amp.is, 348-5032
lllinin1.&t.rative assistant with
excellmt cnmuUcati.crJ skills!
-~~----~--UJ
"1.lSt possess excel1air. cmpJter
AVAILABLE FOR FAIL 98 . Q<E,
skills! Q.llll; qpxnni.ty fr.:r mitt
TWO ANO THREE BEDROOM
grad.lat.es! Sl8,ooo- s20,0001yr.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
Call or~~ to Inte.x:iro GREAT LOCATICN. 345-6000.
Personnel
820
Broadway,
~~-----~514
Mattoon. 235-2299/345-2211 fac
ROOMS FOR RENT- Women
235-2199
o\ly. lllJV'! twse fi.illy furn. an _
_ _ _ __ _ _ __ l/26
tml NC. Mey e<tm3. 1 blk. frcm
AVAIL/HIRING FOR THE FOUR
urlai. $230 in::. ttil. lb.l9e 345FOLLOWING POSITIONS FT/PT
5692. Fat N:lYalc (630l789-3m .
OevelqJrcrt.al t:r.iliErs at $6. 80
-~--------214
710 BUCHANAN. 2 BEDROOMS
to $8. 6llhr' ll'USt l:e a 9ll.id airiI:o
irrli.vid.ial interesuD in Wldcin;J
~. 1 l::edrocm ci:wJstairs.
with CD adJlts. We ct fe::' plid cu:- $8001 m:rsth/10 111'.tth 1 - . A!ll
98. 345-8547.
t:ifiallicn ~· Vario.& Slift:s
'

•

am

available. Activities Ai.des,
Assistant 01" s, Progr8111DerS,
$6.30 to $7.87/hr . Medi.cal,
i:ew. & Lifu Il'mr. fir Pl'. 401K
plan for Q.IAlified enployees.
Pl8!IEl8 ai:ply at 738 18th Sb:eet.
Oiarlestcn.

-~-------1122

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _UT!

1, 2, 3 bedroan apts. Close to
cenpa. 001 fxr -ilability. Old
Tc;7..rJe '11t· 345-6533

~--------~514

3 BEDROOM HOUSE near cam-

p;s. 4 pecple needed. 345-2416.
~---------1123

ACROSS
Twadd e
4 8 ears one :;

Classified Ad Form
Name: _____ ____________ _

~

ltdllr Ollflrifjaitjm af: - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

no •

~

ad._ __

- - - - - - - - -- --

_ _ _ _Oaqxeit:or _ __ __
Jmiunt cbt:S _ _ _ __

..::cda/~

o Cash

_ _345-7286.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1128

FOR RENT: Large 3 bedroan
house, close to canp..is, trash
p1dt '14> i;rov:ided. Rx' 4 or mxe
pccple. Call 349-8824 !9-5) Ol'.

Yes

o No

rates

to nn - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

APAR'!MmI'S 2 - 3 bedroc:ms for
2-3 girls. Near EIU. CAIL Cl\MPU S
RENTALS
345-3100
between 3-9 p .m.

~----~----1/23
2-4 BEDROOM HOUSES, 1 & 2
bedroan apts . 10 & 12 ironth
lease, Oep:eits, no pets. 3454602.

FOUR

BEDROO M HOME FO R
Ca ll 345-967C

FOUR GIRLS.

Sublessors
--------,,...,...--1/23
MACARTHUR MANOR APARTM'NIS 1 girl. ~. to

lhllll a 2 bEdr1xm f1nnislu:l

~.

345-2231.

----------~4
FEMALE
SUBLESSOR NEEDED
AS A P. °"1 roan, close to canp..11,

fully fui:n!Sm. $225/mtth.

ONE EFFICIENCY t. ONE
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
A PA R'IMENl' available far Fall
98. 12 irooth lease. Ef f:icim::y
$250, one bedroom $310.
L.ocat:ed at 411 Haxrlsoo. 217897-6266.

__________1123

2BR APT FOR 2. 1/2 block to
ro:: art:.cr. CA'IIJ in'.:l, attml

£IlJ

dr. free pirldrg. C2l Wood. 3454489,
Wood,
Broker.
_ _ Jim
__
__
_ _ _l/30
1BR EFFICIEN:Y SUITE. Clean,
Eixm::iml· rsss liil'HOO!l
by 3 NO EETTER DEAL
THE MONEY. C21 Wood, 4
te:10»;

44

ocx:L .Brcke:r.

•

:l R APT. REASONABLE RENT.
In mcy Wllk to EID. $420 fa: a
ti.iosarc, 12 l!Crlth lease . C21
Wood, 345-4489, JJ.ll' Wood,

Broker.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ lf.30
KR 98/99: 4 tnJSes fur rmt. 3

& 4 bedroans. $180-$220 per
pcrsoo. call 342-3475 after 6
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1123

GIRLS NICE l

fumidn:l

& 2 BEDROOM
~- Cloee to sc:h:oJ..

345-5048 9-5.
~---------1/23
NEAR CAMPUS. Houses and
!!plrtl'l'Etts fer fall. ~.
345-4487. Leave message.

~-~-------1/22
REMODELED 2 & 3 BEDROOM
APru. 1 Block mrth of ll:min:>' s
w/d. $195 and $250. Call 3488792.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1129

LASTLY-9'nI & GRANI' APARTMENI'S. 1-2 ~ !l'lit. • f\llly
l'Umi.!hd • Free ai:dci.rg • Free
Trash • Cent:ral 1>C • Laundry
·Dl.sh.eshers • Dxl. t llllSS c:ut,
Olll 'll:x:hy! 345-5022.

-~--------1/23

ALSO AVAILABLE- EXCLUSIVE
ATRIUM APARTMENTS ONLY A
FEW LEFT. * 3 amn F\lmished
Ulits * F.ree ~ * F.ree TXlllil
• Exercise Roan • Hot Tub •
Central J>C
Laundry
Dishwe.shers • Indoor Pool •
8Ucmi.es In:Xar. Ql1l 345-5022.

27 Stew

AMERICAN MARKETING ASSOCIATION -II'.!omBticria.l ~
IutPdn l:bll t1Z7. Qaal D:ess. ~is wel-

~Ill: 7 p.!'l. in

canc!

MORTAR BOARD ireeting

~

at 6

,.. in the U'lial 9:wlir.g

INDIGO AFRICAN-AMERICAN THEATRE SOCIETY lIBrirq ~
t..; ( P.ll\. ir tre Lif.e ~ 9.llJdirg. Plr..oe l:rirg a friarl arrl <ill!.
E>..£. b:l8rd neet at 5:00 p.m. FUl Workshcps.
ROTC Lab tod;iy at 1200 luJrs mrl 1530 lnirs in ~ee G)m. wmr
BOU' s, l:oots, Field .l3d<l:!t. mi glo.m.
ETA SIGMA GAMMA rre.cirg tmigit at 6 p.m. in l.&lt2 Rlol ~.
Q.eit speaker er ..ne ...n...l test mid Gmd ochcol.

;~.~G~E~.~~f:~&~~~~tr~

~ tt!Jmsbtes~ trow~ttc:>ditfrg~q mrl..
~ the WI:iti."'g Ottener63J.~fQN;l~ '" rtnO!l!lo i!:i I ti
ASSOCIATION OF HONORS STUDENTS mttJrg ta".iqr. at 6 p.m. in
MlrtlroJille
1D lhicn.
THE SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT ~ ~
a~ 7:30 p.m. m 120 O:>la:un Hill.. M:m. Night! 0.ler)ob;;dy W =
lam llllY be dmged, t:rere will oo a S11J1 01 tro dxr.
BETA ALPHA PSI Professiaial rnxtirg tmigit at 7 p.m. m I.uTrJdr.
122. Paul 9'¥3er. ~.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Rlmal Interv1f:w:J ~at 7 p.m. in I.uq;kin ~
017. wear ProfessiaB1 !b:£;6.
DELTA SIGMA Pl Ie:ruittrB'lt Tobles tcdsy fra!I 8-3 p.m. .in l'..u!Pd!!
!tlll 1-br.ld::! T ..c>...
INTERVAASITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP taxge Q:o.p ~ 111: 7
p.m. in Om' ~I m:m. Ol'\'c johl US fer p:aise, felJ.o.dlip.
en:! 003C:hiio .... ttu:t Gd.am 111,,_ a talk ed.tled. ~ Kingd:m of G:rl
isJic. •.•
MTEA will 1:E '1!vin;i c. -met:irg in tm iKar&ls rcxm at 6 p.m. ~
w:tlo::rrc tD care. Briig a frifJd.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mus tod;iy at 12: 05 p.m. in the
t&lrm Chepel, lo::ate:l m tb:! camar of 9th an:1 Li.nooln Ave. II.mi
:is ci. ferEd fr.:r tte sa::te:l&L cL Life slroe it is t:re 25th ~'.aEBIY d
Roe V. WacE!.
0
HAm CONNECTION rreet..bv t.a'li.gnt ,t q p.m. i.r the N:wtm cait:er.
LATTER-DAY SAINTS STUDENT ASSOCIATION lhstitut.e Class
tcnigT Ill: 4 p.m. in tte H:!ritage ram.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Infa:rrut.ia1ll ttni4'= at 5:30 p.m. in I.a.s::rl
h
A.J acti'-ES ms: atta"d. If )O.I m..e l1l1/ q.e;tias, Qill. au:a. !.EC' 8
get. ..... kno.r ~ l'&I siste:s.
PHI GAMMA NU aisb tcnJ4Jt at 6 p.111. in Lu!pkin Hall 122. Ne.I
mrl:iers -1.cxn-e. Professiooal Ik'1!8S ReQucsted.

=
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NOW LEASING OUR NEWE ST
APARTMENT COMP LEX -lST
TIME AVAILABLE AUGUST 1998
• 3 B::hm E\.tmiSle:i Clli.ts • Fn!e
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Stoudamire trade falls through at last minute
:-.;'EW YORK (AP) - Damon Stoudamire
was nearly traded to the Houston Rockets
on Wednesday, but the Toronto Raptors
decided to reconsider offers that came
pouring in from other teams.
The Rockers, Los Angeles Lak.ers, New
York Knicks, Vancouver Grizzlies,
Portland Trail Blazers and Orlando Magic
were in contention to acquire Stoudanure,
according to several league sources who
spoke to The Associated Press on condition of anonymity.
The proposals were much better than
hat Houston was offering: Kevin Willis,
Mario Elie and a third player - either Brent
Price, Man Maloney or Emanuel Davis and a No. l draft choice in 1998 for
Stoudamire, Walt Williams and Zan
Tabak.
The Lakers' offer was said to include
Nick Van Exel and Elden Campbell. The
Knicks offered Chris Mills, Chris Childs

and-or Charlie Ward, along with the
Raptors' own louery-protected pick in
1998. New York also offered to pay most
of the salaries for the players it would send
to Toronto.
The Grizzlies were offering rookie point
guard Antonio Daniels and the Trail
Blazers were offering a package including
Kenny Anderson.
Nets general manager John Nash said
New Jersey bad dropped out of contention
in its bid to acquire Stoudamire. He denied
that Sam Cassell and a draft pick had been
offered. but acknowledged talking to the
Raptors about obtaining Marcus Camby.
The Trail Blazers' chances were enhanced by the fact that Stoudamire is from
Portland - and team owner Paul Allen is a
billionaire who could afford to pay
Stoudamire's highest asking price after he
becomes a free agent next sum.mer.
It was not clear what Orlando was offer-

ing. An inquiry by Golden State was
rebuffed because Stoudamire would not
want to re-sign with the Warriors.
A possible deal between the Raptors
and Rockets was reported Wednesday by
the Houston Chronicle and Toronto Sun.
ESPN reported that the deal would happen
Wednesday.
It was the latest in a long line of offers
made by the Rockets in the past several
days. It was so close to being done, in fact.
that the Raptors were already calling other
teams Wednesday morning looking for a
point guard to replace Stoudamire.
But Raptors general manager Glen
Grunwald slowed the process when he
started receiving improved offers.
"Nothing 1s gomg to happen today," one
of the sources told the AP late in the afternoon.
Stoudamire was in the starting lineup
Wednesday night as the Raptors played the

Kings. Willis and Maloney were in the
Rockets' starting Lineup against the Nets.
Stoudamire refused to talk to reporters
at the team's morning shootaround in
Toronto.
"Nobody wants to lose Damon Stoudamire and Walt Williams. but I have nothing to do with it," coach Darrell Walker
said. "I'm going to coach the guys that
come here."
Stoudamire, 24, is Toronto's captain and
leading scorer at 19. I points per game.
The franchise's first-ever draft choice, the
5-foot-10 guard has voiced frustration during a 6-33 season that inclu.fed the departure of team president and part owner Isiah
Thomas after a failed buyout bid.
Stoudamire is in the last year of a rookie
contract that pays him $1.7 million.
Williams signed a five-year, $20 million
deal with the Raptors after last season. He
has been injured much of the season.

Breakthrough reported in drug test Nuggets approaching
all-time futility record

ROME (AP) - An Italian doctor has reported a
breakthrough in the search for a test to detect the
banned perfoanance-enhancing drug EPO.
A synthetic fonn of the hormone EPO (erythropoietin), which crams oxygen into the bloodstream, is
considered the drug of choice in endurance sports, particularly cycling and cross-country skiing.
The stumbling block during years of research had
been finding an antibody that would isolate synthetic
from natural EPO in urine samples. Now, such an antibody has been found
"In a certain way we have found the right antibody,
but we need to find it in a suitable quantity," Francesco
Conconi, who heads the work on EPO testing from his
laboratory in Ferrara, Italy, said in a telephone interview Wednesday.
Conconi said that Antonio Bargelesi. a doctor working in Genoa. "is accumulating a certain antibody in a

'he Dally Eastern News

Sublessors

quantity that seems to be close to the amount we need
to progress."
Bargelesi could not be reached for comment
The IOC called the discovery a "significant step."
''For quite a long time, we were stopped by this production of anti-body," IOC medical director Dr.
Patrick Schamasch said "Now it seems this has been
fulfilled. We can go forward."
Prince Alexandre de Merode, chairman of the IOC
medical commission. said the research could now enter
anew phase.
"It took nearly two years to find it." de Merode said
of Bargelesi's discovery. "Now we can start on a new
test"
While optimistic that a relible test could soon be
developed. deMerode acknowledged it is unlikely to be
ready in time for the Winter Olympics in Nagano,
Japan, next month.

~~~~~~~~1~3

PARKPLACE-Three Bedroom
apartment, sublessors wanted for
summer. More info? Call 348·
6156.
2112

2--.,,SU~
B~
L~
E-=-s-=-so-=-=R~S....,N~E=E
~D
:-F
. OR

SUMMER '98. Close to campus 2
bedroom, Furnished Apt. Call

SPRING BREAK '98 GET
GOING!ll Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas & Florida. Group dis·
counts & Free Drink Parties! Sell
5 & go freel Book Now II
Visa/MC/Disc/Amex 1-800-2347007 httpJ!www.endlesssummertours.com

_ _ _ _316

For Sale

Personals

Personals

Personals

Personals

TO THE MEN OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: Get pimped out and
pumped up for Chicago Sty!el It's
going to be a blast! Love, the
ladies of Alpha Phi!
1/22
c
-o
-=-N
-G
~RA
--=
:r-u,....LA=J-IO_N__
S_l'=o- AN
- GIE
WILLIS OF ALPHA PHI on get·
ting lavahered to Jason Bundy of
Pi Kappa Alpha. You're sisters
are so hap17t for you!

ANGIE WILLIS OF ALPHA PHI:
Congrats on getting lavaliere<! to
Jason Bundy of Pi Kappa Alpha.
You guys are the bomb! A-Phi
love, Delos

HAPPY 22ND BIRTHDAY SHEL·
LEY WILLIAMS Friends, Cindy &
Abby

MINDY J OF ASA-Congrats on
your pre-engagement lo Chad
Rankins: Your Sisters are excited
for you.

~-------1/22

SARA MEYER OF ALPHA PHI:
Happy Birthday, Kiddo! Call me
so I can take you out. Hope you
have a fun night! A-Phi Love,
Delos
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1122

Roommates
ROOMMATE WANTED-MATURE
FEMALE $150.00 MONTH PLUS
HALF UTILITIES, EVERYTHING
IS HERE. JUST MOVE IN. 235·

9n9.
~-------1122

Lost & Found
LOST-Gold wedding ring.
Reward! 348-7090.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1126

Travel

-

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action in Florida- Where
guys meet girls! One of the
newesl motels on the ocean,
AAA- rated, beach volleyball,
pool and wet bar open 24 hours
B.y.o.b.· STUDENTS only! Call 1·
800·682-0919. http://www.daytonamotel.com.
S
_P
_R
__l_N_G_ B_R__E_A_K- ,9
- 8-

1/30

GET

GOING"! Panama City beach·
front hotels from $99! 7 nights
beachfront, Dally Drink Parties. &
Free cover at best bars!
Visa/MCID1sc/Amex 1-800-234·
7007. www.endlesssummertours.com.
~--~~~-~-316
Advertise! Advertise! Advertise!
Need Cash? Sell your unwanted
items In the Daily Eastern News.
~------OO!HA

- - - - - - - 1/22

CONGRATULATIONS
NIKI
BURKE OF AST on getting
PINNED by the sweetest Sigma
Pi on the PBA Tour! Love,
Monica, Marcia. & Chnsta

_______ __ _ 1122

For easy advertising, place your
ads In the Daily Eastern News.

_ _ _ _ _ _00/HA

348-6652.
-------~1~6

games, the streak - especially the
streak because you're thinking
about it." Nuggets rookie Bobby
Jackson said. "And we shouldn't
be in this situation because I think
we've got a better team than our
record shows."
The Nuggets, who haven't won
since beating the Los Angeles
Clippers l 00-92 on Dec. 7, are
now within two losses of tying the
longest single-season losing
streak in league history - 23 by
the Grizzlies two years ago.

classified advertising====
Travel

OWN ROOM IN 3 BR HOUSE,
washer/dryer, big screen TV,
$180/month + util. 345-4496.

VANCOUVER,
British
Columbia (AP) - Fifteen minutes
after the Denver Nuggets' 21st
straight loss was in the books, the
players were filling out their U.S.
Customs forms for the flight
home to Denver.
Pity the poor customs officer
who would have the nerve to ask
the Nuggets if they had anything
to declare following Tuesday
rught's 88-77 loss to the slumping
Vancouver Grizzlies.
"Everything wears on you. the

BRAND
NEW
ORIGINAL
HARLEY DAVIDSON LEATHER
JACKET (Ladies-Medium). s1so
obo. Call 348-8781 .
- - - - _ _ _ _1128
1991 PONTIAC LEMANS 4·
SPEED, CD Player, NEW: tires,
battery muffler/ exhaust, brakes.
Great Condition. $3,600 o.b.o.
Call
_ _348-1984
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1!30

Doonesbury

1/22

C
-A-RY
_ L_E__
S_H-L E
=-c-cT::-,A-o-=-=F...,.ASA·
Thanks for redecorating the
house. It looks excellent! Alpha
Love, Your sisters.
,.-~~~-.,....-...,..-...,..-~1122
It pays to advertise In the Daily
Eastern News.

~------00/HA

BY GARAY TRUDEAU

BUSINESS MAJORS: TYPED
LECTURE NOTES from "A" student: MGT 2750, MGT 3010,
MAR 3470, & MGT 4920. $10-20.
581-2631.

PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES! booking for Spring
break parties in February. Small
groups welcome. Call Mr. Ed
348-1424
~~~~~-~~~216.
THE WOMEN OF ALPHA SIGMA
ALPHA would like to invite all
those interested In Spring Rush
to come to our House located at
1004 Greek Ct at 7 p.m .
Tuesday, Jan. 27, and Wed , Jan.
28th. Questions call Christina
581-6533. Hope to see you there
1127
-=-E1""'u-:-w.,-,o-=-M,...,...,,.EN-'~S....,R:-U-.G:-::B,-Y--R
,....
eturn
meeting this Sonday at 8 p.rn. in
front of the Union Bookstore tor
all VETS who plan to play this
semester.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/23
GREAT SALE! JUST SPENCE'S
1148 6TH ST. OPEN TUESDAY·
SATURDAY 1 :30-5:00. TELE
345-14S9 WE ALSO BUY.

~-------1123

BY MIKE PETERS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

t llUNK l'U. G\UE
SUMO A
Urn£ SHOT,

MERE, 8EiT6R

use n us

HARPOON.
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Backup quarterbacks ready for Sup.er Bowl
SAN DIEGO (AP) - Steve Bono and
Bubby Brister are a pair of 35-year-old
quarterbacks who have started their share
of big games.
Now, they're backups in the Super
Bowl.
"I'd love to get in the game in a
blowout," said Bono. who plays behind
Green Bay's Brett Favre. "The only other
way I'd get in is if Breu got hurt. That
wouldn't be the best thing for this team."
And if he's called upon?
" It's a big event from the outside, on
the field, it's a game," he said. "Once the
game starts, all the hype up to it is
done."
Brister, who backs up Denver's John
Elway. said he wouldn't be nervous.
either.
"I trust in the offensive scheme and
the guys I'm playing with," he said. "It's
not like I have to be Kordell Stewart. On
this team, you have so much talent, you
don't have to get in there and run around,

there's so much talent."
Lodis h Goes Elway One Better:
Denver quarterback John Elway's Super
Bowl failures have been well-documented - losses to the New York Giants,
Washington Redskins and San Francisco
49ers.
Broncos defensive lineman Mike
Lodish goes Elway one better; he played
on all four Buffalo Bills teams that lost
Super Bowls in the early 1990s.
" He keeps reminding me I've lost one
more game," Lodish said. "To go to four
bowls in a row and not to win one was
extremely difficult emotionally and physically. To win one would wipe the four
losses away. You could always reflect
back on the one victory."
Mayes, Michels Spoiled: Wide
receiver Derrick Mayes and offensive
lineman John Michels admit they've been
a bit spoiled by the recent success of the
Green Bay Packers.
Both are second-year pros about to

play in their second Super Bowl.
"I look at it as an annual event,"
Mayes said. "You want to indulge in the
hoopla and the hysteria. you might not
get back."
Said Michels: "My first two years in
the NFL. I'm going to two Super Bowls.
Not too many people can say that. You
realize how lucky you are."
Michels is getting an extra bonus - he
grew up in the San Diego area and went
to La Jolla High, where he'll speak at the
school's football banquet Thursday night.
"It's great for me to come back home,
see friends I g rew up with," he said.
"And this is the first time I've been in
shorts probably since September."
A Modem-Day John Wayne: Backup
Broncos quarterback Bubby Brister says
John Elway is just as classy off the field
as he is on it.
"With the status he carries, he could
be somebody that he's not. He's as down
to earth as you can get," Brister said. " I

don't know how he can deal with all that
attention as well as he does. That's why
he's John Elway - he's consistent, steady,
with everything. He's a hell of a man. he
reminds me of John Wayne, from the old
school."
Collins Hopes For Another
Championship: Seldom-used Green
Bay defensive back Mark Collins. who
signed with the Packers in November,
was a starter on two Super Bowl championship teams with the New York Giants.
The first was 11 years ago when the
Giants beat the Denver Broncos - and
quarterback John Elway - 39-20 at the
Rose Bowl in Pasadena.
" I would take John Elway over just
about any quarterback I've ever played
against - except Brett Favre." Collins
said.
He said the only difference between
Elway then and now is his speed.
"He doesn't run the ball as much,"
Collins said. "His arm is still as good.''

Super Bowl week just as big Lewis wants to be a
as Sunday's football game coach, not a cause
SAN DIEGO (AP) - People.
places and happenings at the
Super Bowl:
Sightings: A virtual Motown
Hall of Fame rehearsed
Wednesday for Sunday's Super
Bowl halftime show.
Smokey Robinson. The
Temptations and Martha Reeves
and the Vandellas will appear
with thousands of local volunteen. m a 40th anniversary tribute
to Motown.
Silliness: An Ohio n\an
checked into the Hyatt Regency
La Jolla, where the Denver
Broncos are staying, and pretended to be safety Tyrone Braxton.
The imposter romanced an
unsuspecting woman, who the
next day called Braxton's room
to thank him for the night of
courtship. When Braxton had no
clue what the woman was talking

about. hotel security was alerted.
Police and hotel security
found the imposter and arrested
him after determining he used a
stolen credit card to check in.
Sayings: Denver linebacker
Bill Romanowsld has been asked
continually about the embarrassing spitting incident earlier this
season against San Francisco.
"I feel I let the young players
down," Romanowski said
Wednesday. "All I can do is continue to tell them 1 was wrong. I
realize I can't take my actions
back. But I can move on and be a
role model in a good way "
Asked if he has been spit on
during his career, Romanowski
said, "Yes, six or seven times."
Super fact: Denver is the only
team in the NFL that doesn't
have a starting offensive lineman
who weighs 300 pounds. Green
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Bay's defensive line averages
307 pounds, 17 more than the
average Broncos offensive line
starter.
Schedule For Thursday (All
times Pacific):
8:30 a.m. - Interviews with
Denver Broncos coaches and
players at Hyatt Regency La
Jolla.
10:30 a.m. - Interviews with
Green Bay Packers coaches and
players at Sheraton Grande
Torrey Pines.
2 p.m. - News conferences for
NFL International and for headliners of the Super Bowl halftime
show at the San Diego Marriott
Hotel & Marina.
The NFL International press
conference features Don Garber,
senior vice president of NFL
International, and NFL president
Neil Austrian.

SAN DIEGO (AP) - The angry
young black men stuck in line
behind Shennan Lewis want him
to push harder.
He is not so sure. Lewis is 55
already. He wants co be a headcoach, not a cause. At least while

there is still time.
"I would never stand up,"
Lewis said. "and call somebody a
racist''
That is the one of the few
things he ha'> not tried - yet The
Green Bay Packers, with Lewis as
offensive coordinator, won the
Super Bowl last season and came
south this week as the heavy
favorite to win a second
The way the system is supposed to work, the top assistants
on the hottest teams get first crack
at the best jobs.
Eleven head coaching positions opened and closed after last

season. Two more have been
filled so far this one. Lewis was
interviewed for exactly none of
them.
"Interviews?" he repeated.
"Two."
Both took place two years ago.
"They didn't ask to see game
plans. didn"t want to know what
plan~ I had for running the organization." Lewis added. "I didn't
thlnk either was legit."
He 1s not alone in that suspicion. Lewis awoke 1'uesoay
morning to find himself at the
center of a familiar controversy.
In the two weeks leading up to
last year's Super Bowl, ex-TV
analysts. retreads and even a
college coach cut in front of him
in the job lines at New Orleans,
S t. Louis, San Francisco and
Atlanta. Some of bis friends
fumed. Lewis bit his lip.
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Panther swim teams showing Troubles mounting
improvement in recent meets for UConn team
By TODD SCHREIBER
Staff writer
Two teams here at Eastern

came into this season with no
hype whatsoever. In fact, wi.Lh
most of the season passed, the
men's and women's swim teams
have gone without any accolades.
Both teams came into the season with 9-2 records in the 199697 season. They both had high
hopes for this season, and are on
their way to achieving them.
Coach Ray Padovan is in his
32nd year as swim coach.
Nineteen of those years have
been spent coaching both the
men's and women's squad.
Padovan is also assisted by exEastem swimmer Donna Ruf.
The men's team is led by cocaptains Drew Shepherdson and
Doug Habben. Major contributors include senior Chris -Jahnke
and juniors Patrick Johnson,
James Adam, and Ryan Jastrzab.

Underclassmen include sophomore Grant Ferkaluk and freshmen Nick Schmidt and Luke
Porritt. The diving tlulit:s are
handled by Scott Buriss. who
won both events last weekend at
Valparaiso.
The quartet of Shepherdson,
Habben, Jahnke and Johnson
were responsible for eight new
school records over the past two
seasons. This season, the squad
is off to a 4-4 start and looking
to improve after an impressive
weekend at Valparaiso.
"We're looking for more balance on this team; we seem to be
really strong at rhe top, but not
all the way through," Padovan
said of his men's team. With
only three seniors, the team will
be returning a lot of talent next
year.
The Lady Panthers are off to a
little better start this season with
a 6-2 record. They are l~d' by
senior tri-captains Kate Fingello.
Julie Graf and Tanya Rahn.

Another team laden with young
talent, the Lady Panthers get a
lot of help from the sophomores
and freshmen.
It is the juniors however, that
set the trend for this season.
Jessica Stowell, Andrea Peters
and NelliRose Farella were part
of the teams that broke six
school records in the past two
seasons. Also on those recordbreak i ng events were sophomores Amber Auril, Nancy
Williams and Brooke Untersee.
A lot of help has been coming
from the freshmen as well. Last
weekend. Amanda Dore broke a
school record. Karina Freer and
Christine Przybylski have also
made solid concributions
throughout the year. Junior
Angela Sippel and freshman
Elizabeth Lamphere take care of
the diving for the team.
Padovan is happy with the
progress of his teams, and hopes
this can continue into the postseason in February.
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they have to take sports to the next level, and J' m
excited to be involved in that," she said.
Members of the softball team say their new coach
has already begun working them out. Searle said the
players are catching on to the changes she has made
to the program very quickly.
"We started practicing a week ago Monday,"
Searle said. 'The kids are starting to gel. The individual work they did over the break is starting to
show."
sew-!«4.sfFp~ -~wo, f.he jqp a;> th~ third head ~o~~ in
four years. Senior first baseman Emily Starl.<ey said
the team has handled the fairly constant coaching
turnover.
""If anything, it has made us more unified,"
Starkey said. "We knew at the end of last season that
both coaches were leaving. It was hard, but we stuck
together."
Senior pitcher Mandy White said the summer was
a stressful time. as thoughts of not having a coach
caused a fair amount of fear.
White. a member of the search committee to find
the a new coach, had a harder time dealing with the
vacancy.
"We (the search committee) were cold players
don't stay around for 15 years. so you have to expect
some movement among the coaches," White said.
But out of 1his time of turmoil. the Lady Panthers
have become more ot1 a team. Sophomore pitcher

Kim Schuette agreed with Starkey, saying the team
became more of a unit.
Schuette also said having to learn a new system
under a new coach has developed the team's the ability to adapt to new situations.
"It was frustrating at first," she said. "But it has
made us more versatile."
Both the players and the new coach feel that the
transition to Searle's regime has been a smooth one.
Searle said she and the team have developed a
rela.tjon~~iP. ~p.ere they can openly discuss problems
both on and oiI the field.
"She cares for her players," Starkey said. "If
somethmg's bothering you. you can talk to her. If
you 're sick. you stay home. She's not one of those
coaches that says you have to be at practice."
Searle led Utah State to the AIAW National
Championship in her first year there. She is in the
top 20 NCAA Division I active coaches for wins,
having posted 509 in her career.
It is this experience that both Searle and the playen. say is Searle's biggest contribution to the team.
'Tm to a point in my career where I've balanced
the years and the wisdom," Searle said. "I have the
ability to know when to press and push and when to
not push so much. I think I bring a good blend of
youth and experience:·
White said Searle brings "a level of maturity we
haven't had before. She brings a lot of experience."

HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) Connecticut reserve forward
Antric Klaiber was arrested on
drunken-driving charges early
Wednesday after crashing his car
into a highway barrier.
He was immediately suspended from the team.
A day earlier, X-rays showed
starting power forward Kevin
Freeman bad a broken right
wrist.
The loss of Klaiber and
Freeman could undermine the
Huskies down the road. More
immediately, it leaves No. 8
UConn even weaker in the low
post heading into Saturday's
game at No. 15 Syracuse.

that inspired such quotes from
co-head coach Kim VanAtta as,
"Well, for us, there isn't really a
team that would be a walkover."
This year's team can play.
The Lady Panthers have made
their presence felt in the OVC in
their second year in the league.
posting a league-leading 7-2
conference record. But the Lady
Skyhawks are as of today a
mere l/2 a game out of first at

6-2.
Things are going to get really
messy in the conference in the
next week. A log-jam of teams
sit at 6-2 in the conference and
another is 6-3. To insure that
they hold on to their spot atop
the conf~rence. the Lady

SEATTLE (AP) - Seattle
Mariners executive Woody
Woodward says the names of
Ken Griffey Jr. and Alex
Rodriguez have not come up in
trade talks with other clubs for
one simple reason: They're not
available.
That hasn't kept Rodriguez's
name from being mentioned in
trade rumors, however.
Last week, Rodriguez heard
he and pitcher Randy Johnson,
who has been the subject of fre-
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quent trade talk, could be sent to
the New York Yankees for
shortstop Derek Jeter, first baseman Tino Martinez and pitcher
David Wells.
"I talked to Alex lare last
week ... and he asked me about
the rumor," Woodward said. "T
have no idea where that came
from, and I assured him that he
is not going to be traded."
Rodriguez. who is signed
through 2000, batred .300 last
season.
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Panthers are going to have to
avoid upsets.
But what do you do when a
team has your number?
The most important thing for
the Lady Panthers to do is to
develop selective amnesia. They
need to totally block out the
past games, and go all out when
the two teams again meet on
Feb. 14.
There will be no love
between the two teams on their
Valentines Day meeting, and I
expect a tough game.
And that won't be the last
meeting between these two
teams either. Mark my words,
these two will meet somewhere
in the conference playoffs.
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return will

how quickly he heals. Tue coaching staff has not determined bow
long Klaiber will be punished.
On top of that, UConn also
does not know whether point
guard Khalid El-Amin will be
back in top shape for the
Orangemen.
He has a bruised left leg and
could only play 11 minutes in
Monday's loss at St. John's.
Klaiber, who lives off-campus
in Coventry, was charged with
driving while intoxicated and
driving too fast for conditions.
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The Huskies ( 16-3, 6-2 Big
East) do not know when ei ther
player will be back. Freeman's
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Interested in Rugby?
Staying Competitive?!
When: January 22nd
Time: 7 :00 pm
Place: Union Walkway
Fo r More Info Call:
Dave @ 345-8688
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·Play Hooky
·Live Life
·Don't eat with
a stopwatch
·Advertise with
The Daily
Eastern News
·Act Frisky
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A new start for the softball team
Searle brings
new qualities
to Eastern

DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

Lady Panthers
having trouble
with Skyhawks
Sometimes a team finds itself
going up against a foe it just
can't bear.
For the Bulls of the late ·sos.
that team was the Detroit
Pistons.
Recently, the Bulls have done
the same against the New York
Knicks.
Our own Lady Panthers have
found themselves facing such a
foe. A foe that, when down. rises
to the occasion to beat Eastern.
A foe that when on a run. leaves
footprints all over the Lad.>
Panthers.
The team is the Lady
Skyhawks of Tennessee-Martin.
The Lady Skyhawks have beaten
the Lady Panthers in four
straight meetings.
Round four took place
Saturday in scenic Martin, Tenn.
Our Lady Panthers went in riding a six-game winning streak.
resting in first place in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
But, as they say, all good
things must come to an end, and
the Eastern run of wins came to
a halt at the hands of the Martin
squad.
Last season, the Lady
Skyhawks pretty much had their
wings clipped, finishing 7-11 in
the OVC, 8-18 overall.
Going into both meetings
between their conference opponents, the Lady Panthers were
heavily favored to win, even by
Tennessee-Martin co-coaches
Kim and Gary VanAtta.
To add insult to injury we
need only look at the two
Tennessee-Martin games proceeding its matcuups versus the
Lady Panthers.
B efore making the trip to
Eastern, the Lady Skyhawks suffered a first-class schelac.king at
the hands of fellow conference
cellar-dweller Middle Tennessee
76-36.
They proceeded to beat the
Lady Panthers 71-63.
Gosh, just think how bad it
might have been if TennesseeMartin wasn't coming off such
an impressive result
Next time around, the Lady
Skyhawks almost matched thetr
season worst 40-point loss by
dropping a 39-point decision to
Tennessee State (another 7.-11
team).
The final score of Eastern ac
Tennessee-Martin: Eastern 66.
Tennessee-Martin 69.
With Saturday's loss. T
became filled with fear and trepidation and other such really bad
feelings.
This year's team is not the
same Tennessee -Martin squad
See GRANGER page 11

ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
New Ea.Hern softball coach Lloydene Searle gil•es some adl'ice to pitcherhhortstop Stacy Siebert during
practice Wednesday. L/oyde11e is the third sofrbal/ coach in four semonsfor the Lady Pamliers. bw borh
she and the team say the transition is going irell.

Though Lloydene Searle does
not have her first game as the ne\I.
Lady Panther softball coach for
some time yet, she has alread)
gotten a jump on her inaugural
season.
Searle and the team have caken
winter shelter in the field house.
preparing for their upcoming
campaign.
Formerly a head coach at Utah
State. Seafle wa!. selected last
semester to replace outgoing
coach Stephanie Fox.
.. I had been looking for a
coaching position, ·• Searle said.
"l was looking for somewhere
that was close to my home and
for someone who was going Lo
suppon softball."
Searle said she was impressed
with the commitment eastern was
making to the softball program
and women's sports as a whole.
··1 am impressed with the plans

See START page 1 I

Panther track team reaching goal
By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer
The indoor track and field season 1s nearing its end. and the women's team is beginning to show improvements as it looks to the
warmth of the beginning of the outdoor season.
"(The results) speaks for themselves. We
started out with the early bird meet, and if we
look at it. we have improved every meet right
up until the Ill inois Invitational (this past
weekend),'' women's head coach John Craft
said.
Crafc said he was extremely happy with
the improvements of senior runner Gina
Arinyanontakoon and freshman long jumper
Marissa Bushue.
"Gina has made a tremendous improvement, and she has a tremendous work ethic,
but the difference is she has a training partner," Craft said. "Marissa has shown the most
progress since the beginning of the season."
Arinyanontakoon attributes her success to
the help of workout partner Keri Davis.

··Now I have someone to workout with,
and in previous years we have lost people to
injury." Arinyanontakoon said. "I encourage
(Keri) and she encourages me."
Bushue, conver~ely. has encountered nagging leg injuries in her first season and has
been unable Lo compete at full strength but
enjoys the challenge of college athletics.
"It helps to know that there are a lot of
great athletes out there. but it is also an honor
to be a college athlete," Bushue said.
Keisha Dunlap has improved every week
up until the IIJinois Invite, but dropped in the
hammer throw.
Craft said the drop is expected, but hopes
she is able to move on and throw betteL
"You can't have everybody improve every
meet and the majority of us didn't compete
where I thought we could have," Craft said.
The men's team began the season with a
solid preseason and with a lot of energy to
start the year. according to head coach Tom
Akers.
·'We started the preseason with a lot of
enthusiasm. but coming into the early bird

meec it weaned a little bit." Akers said.
"Going to Illinois was a real shot in the arm
for us."
The men's team has shown a lot of
improvement quickly, but Akers said two
individuals stand out in his mind.
"Dave Astrauskus has given us a great
hand in the throws, and Andre Williams has
had things going well now. If he can keep it
up he will be the most improved returnee;·
Akers said.
Akers said with improvements there are
also areas that are behind schedule.
"Our throwers and pole vaulters are ahead
of schedule, but we are a little more iffy in
the hurdles, and we need for everyone else to
step it up," Akers said.
Junior sprinter Cameron Mabry, who said
he is pleased with his first-place finish at
Illinois, does not want his success to stop
there.
"I was pleased to finish fLrst," Mabry said.
"I had a goal to reach in making nationals.
but I was pleased in gaining a point for the
team."

Women's soccer team receives another honor
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
One of the major problems
for a college athlete is to find
times for school work.
The Eastern women's soccer
team has not run into this problem, as throughout the post-season it have been receiving academic awards.
The National Soccer Coaches
Association
of
America
announced Sunday Eastern was
one of 23 Division I schools to
achieve a team grade point average of 3.0 or over.
For the academic season, the

Lady Panthers
had a 3.07
GPA.
"We
always strive
for excellence
on the field
and in the
classroom,"
Sieve Ballard
L ady Panther
head coach
Steve Ballard said. "le seems we
are achieving our goals on the
field and in the classroom."
The 3.07 G PA put Eastern
20th in the nation in Division I
schools. The Division I school
w ith the top GPA was t he

University of Montana with a
3.36.
Eastern was one of 61
Division I. Dhision II, Division
II1 and NAIA schools to accumulate a GPA over 3.0. There
are 270 Division I women's soccer programs.
Ballard said having this high
of a GPA will also help in getting recruits to come to Eastern.
"One of the things we stress
when recruits visit the campus is
not only do we care how they
play on the fie ld, but we al so
want them to achieve high standards inside of the classroom,"
he said.

In the 1997 academic year.
eight Lady Panthers were named
to the Academic All-Missouri
Valley Conference team. Of the
eight, two were unanimous
picks, and five of the eight were
repeats from 1996.
Ballard said the closeness of
the team was one of the major
faccors that helped out with
achieving this high GPA.
"This is not only one individual; this was the total team," he
said. "For a team to succeed it
has to have caring indiv id ual
players that help each other and
push each o ther to d o well in
class."

